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Abstract 
 Nowadays, the most important risk and challenge in online system are online scam and phishing 
attacks. Phishing attacks have been always used to steal important information of users. In this kind of 
scam, attacker direct victim to fake pages using social engineering techniques, then, starts stealing users` 
important information such as passwords. In order to confronting these attacks, numerous techniques have 
been invented which have the ability to confront different kinds of these attacks. Our goal in this paper is to 
introducing new kind of phishing attacks which are not identifiable by techniques and methods which have 
been invented to confronting phishing attacks. Unlike other kinds of phishing attacks which target all kinds 
of users, researchers are the victims of these kinds of journal phishing attacks. Finally, we`ll introduce an 
approach based on classification algorithms to identify these kind of journal phishing attacks and then we`ll 
check our suggested approach in error rate. 
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1. Introduction 
Phishing attacks is an effort for accessing people important information like; username, 
password, and credit cards information, using social engineering techniques [1]. These attacks 
were explained in 1987 by details and were used in 1996 for the first time [2]. In these attacks, 
to increasing success ratio, attackers try to represent themselves in a way that victims trust 
them and accept them as a legal agents of valid organiztion such as banks. In these kinds of 
attacks, phishers (forgers who use phishing attacks), begins their plan by designing a website 
which is similar to legal  website. Having done this step, the must find a way to persuade their 
victims to enter their own website and enter his/her information. So, main target on a phishing 
attack is to use a fake connection which begins with a e-mail including fake URL from a banks 
or governmental agency. Attacker or phishing attack designer tries to use cases which are 
attractive to victims and can pay their attention. Then tries to achieve name, phone number or 
any other kinds of information which can be used for advancing his goals, on the other hand 
phishing attacks are used to steal victims` identification using computer networks. These kinds 
of attacks are designed generally by means of accessing to people IDs and passwords. But 
generally, includes any kind of information which illegal use of them will follow attackers 
benefits. 
Many studies and efforts have been done to introducing different kinds of phishing 
attacks and their confronting ways. Generally, different kinds of phishing attacks include 
deceptive phishing [3], phishing based on destructive software [4], web trojans [5], pharming [6], 
phishing injection [7], phishing using fake applications [8], domain hijacking [9], spear phishing 
[10] and changing user system settings attacks [6]. To confront these attacks many techniques 
and methods have been invented such Sign-in Seal [11], developing expert system based on 
characteristics of web pages in order to detect phishing websites [12], genetic algorithm based 
on anti-phishing techniques [13], detection of phishing attacks based on categorizing super links 
[14], attribute-based prevention of phishing attacks [15], content based on anti-phishing 
approach [16], confronting phishing attacks by two step identification [17], detection of phishing 
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pages based on associated relationships [18], detection of phishing pages by comparing the 
amount of difference between the address string and the white list [19], ranking based anti-
phishing approach [20], and using data mining algorithms [21]. Mentioned methods and 
techniques identify different kinds of phishing attacks by 27 recognized features but are useless 
against journal phishings which we want to introduce because 27 key features have been gotten 
from most related websites with e-commerce. In [22, 23] these attacks have been addressed as 
hijacked journals and some features of these kind of phishing attacks have been mentioned and 
general guides on this have been given to researchers. In [24, 25] discussions about fake 
publisher and open access publisher were been taken care for, but a definite confronting way 
has not been suggested and only few guides have been given to researchers about predatory 
publishers.  Our goal on this paper is to extract related features by these kinds of phishing 
attacks and present a method to detecting and confronting with them. 
 
 
2.  Introduction to Journal Phishings 
In this paper we`ll introduce journal phishings and try to extract these kinds of phishing 
attacks feature and finally present a approach based on classified algorithms to confront them. 
As mentioned before, in phishing attacks, phishers deceive victims by designing a fake website 
which is similar to the original and using social engineering techniques then steal victim 
sensitive information including password by directing them into fake websites and financial 
resources. Fake journals works with name and credit of some valid journals but in fact have no 
relationship with those journals and like phishing attacks, follow financial motivations with this 
difference that in this kind of scamming, the victim doesn`t give his/her sensitive information to 
forgers but delivers financial resources directly to them. In this kind of attack which we will be 
called "journal phishings" so on, the forgers mostly deceive their victim who are mostly 
researchers, by designing a fake web page and using valid journals name and ISSN. The 
forgers go after journals which are active in print version and by designing a website with 
original journal features start scamming from researchers and by receiving high sums, they will 
publish the victims papers. In these kinds of phishing attacks as deceptive phishing attacks, 
social engineering is exclusively used. The process of a journal phishings attack is shown in 
Figure 1. 
 
 
 
attackphishing Figure1. The process of a journal  
 
jacked journals and iTable 1 also shows common features between phishing attacks and h
jacked journals as one of the phishing attacks. ijustifies naming h 
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jacked journals)Hi( sommon features between phishing attacks and journal phishingC .Table 1 
Phishing attacks  high jacked journals)( ournal phishingJ  eatureF  
verageA  Very high  Using social engineering  
Yes  Yes  Having financial motivations  
Yes  Yes  smail to deceive the victim-Sending e  
Yes  Yes  Using same name or domain  
phishing attacks certain  spearIn 
victims are attentional  Yes  Choosing victim  
Phishing websites are usually 
periodavailable for a short  
Fake journals websites are usually 
available for a short period of time 
Short life time of designed fake 
website 
Yes  Yes  Using available weaknesses in internet protocols like TCP/IP 
  
 
3. Identifying Journal Phishing by Classification Algorithm 
To classifying data and mechanism choices process classifying algorithm can be used. 
Classifying algorithm is applied to classifying data and extracting the sample from a set of data. 
By classifying algorithm, a sample can be extracted from a set of data, then use extracted 
sample for making decision about future data. Classifying algorithms have different types which 
we can name C5, CHAID, QUEST and C&R tree as the most popular. Extracted samples from 
these algorithms are mostly as a decision tree [26].     
We need data to extract related journal phishings features, so we should collect a list of 
known journal phishings which have been detected. We study this list from academic resources 
which can be provided. According From our observation on collected journal phishing websites, 
key features of these phishing attacks will be extracted. Table 2 presents these features with 
measurable amount for each.       
 
 
features to recognizing phishing journals. Used 2.Table  
  
  
3.1. Domain ranking 
This feature will be checked in a relation with website domain. Because journal 
phishings are the copy of the legal website, so they don`t have high ranks in search engines. 
But, this feature is not correct all the time, because, it might be a journal without website and 
search engines detect fake website instead of the legal one (like hijacked Jokull journal or 
Measures  Kind  Adjective Name  Rank 
Having page rank=1  
Not having page rank=0  Logical  Domain ranking 1  
Numbers of external link less than 2=L  
Numbers of external links between 2 and 7=M  
Numbers of external links more than 7=H 
Discrete  Using external links  2  
Short lifetime=0  
Long lifetime=1  Logical  Domain lifetime  3  
Indexed=1  
Not indexed=0  Logical  Indexing in popular databases  4  
Contained first 2 results=L  
Contained 2 to 4 results=M 
Other results=H 
Discrete  Sequence in searching results  5  
Among 1 to 4 countries=H  
Among 4 to 8 countries=M  
More than 8 countries=L  
No information=NA 
Discrete  Entered countries to journal website 6  
available=1  
Not available=0  Logical  Availablity of previous issues   7  
Long URL=1  
 Suitable URL=0  Logical  Long URL  8  
General aim and scope=1  
Specific aim and scop=0  Logical  
Journal aim and scope 
  9  
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www.jokulljournal.com which has rank in Google search engine). In mentioned method, we use 
Google search engine because of the ability to ranking website based on page rank. This 
feature is concerned as a Boolean variable in a way that if checking website has ranking, the 
variable will be 1 otherwise it will be 0.  
 
3.2. Using external links 
This feature concentrates on checked websites codes structure. In the case that 
external links provide images with checked website content, the website is suspected to be 
journal phishing because most of journal phishings use other websites copied content.   
 
3.3. Domain lifetime 
According to our survey on journal phishings, most of these websites domain have been 
registered few months before designing the fake website while some papers according to many 
years ago are available in journal archive. So, by using Whios databases, we can extract the 
amount of this feature and get on detecting phishing journals. Suitable lifetime is measured 
according to the first issue in journals.  
 
3.4. Indexing in popular databases 
In general, indexed journals in a popular database are interested and have value to 
victims and can attract them. One of these indexing database is Thomson-Reuters. Almost all of 
the journal phishings are detected are indexing in this data base. But, we should consider 
correct database because Cite Factor (http://www.citefactor.org) has indexed almost all of the 
hijacked journals with fake addresses and it`s not suitable for surveying. 
 
3.5. Sequence in searching results 
This feature has been added to increase accuracy on detecting phishing pages in 
mentioned method. In this method the title of the concerned journal has been searching on 
search engine and the website address will be reversed. This feature will be used to detect 
journal phishings which their legal one has electronic version.      
 
3.6. Entered countries to journal website 
According to our studies on available journal phishing websites it has been detected 
that each journal phishing victim belongs to a certain country or includes limited population. 
Therefore journal phishings can be detected by Alexa database (http://www.alexa.com) and 
classifying the website guests based on the country. 
 
3.7. Availablity of previous issues 
Previous issues in journal phishings are not usually available or just some of them are. 
Phishers prevent user accessing previous issue by designing a login page for accessing 
previous issue or mentioning writers` names or the papers subjects. The reason of this is that 
designing a website with previous issue gets a lot of time and sometimes because the forger 
doesn't access all previous issues.     
 
3.8. Long URL 
Some journal phishings use a long URL. Long URLs are usually used to hide doubtful 
parts on address bar. According to scientific principles, there is no standard length to detecting 
legal URLs from illegal ones but normally, if a URL seems long this might belong to a phishing 
website.  
 
3.9. Journal aim and scope 
Most of the journal phishings are in a way that accept papers with different subjects or 
have general aim and scope. Most of these journals have specific names which don`t represent 
subject domain (like Walia or http://www.waliaj.com) or their subjects are in a way that conclude 
different research fields (like Journal of technology).  
In order to choose the suitable algorithm to detect journal phishings, first we need to 
provide a training dataset of journal phishings and the amount of 9 mentioned features in table 2 
for each phishing website need to be measured, then classified algorithms be applied on 
provided training dataset and according to error ratio, the most suitable algorithm will be 
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chosen. Used training dataset must include phishing websites in addition to legal and main ones 
to be able to detect original websites too. We use IBM SPSS Modeler data mining tools for 
classifying data. According to finished feature Selection analysis, the possibility of each feature 
in detecting phishing attacks has been represented in Table 3. All of the features with first 
priorities can be selected as the tree root. This is important, because it is possible that one of 
the feature in the site can`t be measured and decision can be made by using different feature 
as the tree root. It is important to say that if the root feature changes, the decision tree will 
change.         
 
 
Table 3. The effect of the each feature on detecting journal phishings 
Important  Feature  
1  Domain lifetime  
1  Availablity of previous issues  
1  Domain ranking  
1  Journal aim and scope  
1  Entered countries to journal website  
0.997  Indexing in popular databases  
0.964  Sequence in searching results  
0.85  Using external links  
0.838  Long URL  
 
 
Figure 2 represents different algorithms error ratio. So, according to this error ratio, C5 algorithm 
will be the most suitable algorithm for detecting journal phishing attacks.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Algorithms with their error ratio in classifying data 
 
 
Meanwhile, Figure 3 shows decision trees in a case that different features are selected as root. 
But we should consider this if root feature changes, error ratio will change a little but the amount 
of these changes are low. We used IBM SPSS Modeler application to analyze data and extract 
decision tree based on our gathered data and built different decision trees by choosing different 
features as the root. This is important that the value of root feature may not be measurable and 
choosing another feature can do making decision as the root.  
0
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a) Domain lifetime as root feature            b) Availability of previous issue as a root feature. 
 
 
  
c) Journal scope as root feature                               d) Page ranking as root feature 
 
Figure 3. Using of different features as root in decision tree 
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4. Measuring error ratio 
To measure mentioned method error ratio, different dataset from previous training 
dataset should be used then according to achieved results, calculate error ratio. According to 
experiments, our approach resists against errors because if just one the root features be 
inaccessible, making decision is possible by choosing another feature as root. 
 
 
5. Conclusion and Future Work 
In this paper we discussed about a new kind of phishing attacks which were detected as 
journal phishing and mentioned our reason for this naming. Then, we detected key features of 
this kind of phishing attacks and presented a new approach for detecting them. Mentioned 
approach unlike all past methods to confronting phishing, has the ability to detect phishing 
journals. Using this method with the combination of past used methods to confront phishing 
attacks can be a part of future efforts. New presented features in this paper can be added to 27 
known phishing attacks features and present a more perfect method rather than past methods 
to confronting to different kinds of phishing attacks. 
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